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Abstract 

Network security situation awareness is vital important for network security 

supervision. In order to obtain the network security situation effectively, a multi-

dimensional assessment method is proposed in this paper. The method is composed of 

three dimensions at different levels, namely vulnerability, threat and basic operation, with 

quantitative calculation method for each index. In the service layer, CVSS standard is 

adopted to assess the vulnerability situation, and simplified DREAD model is chosen for 

the threat situation. In the node layer, the vulnerability situation in the service layer is 

added with a weight, the threat situation in the service layer is accumulated according to 

attack paths based on Markov model, and the basic operation situation is evaluated by D-

S evidence fusion of several host and network performance index. In the network layer, 

each situation equals to weighted summation of corresponding situation in the node layer. 

Experimental results show the ease of use of this method, and multi-dimensional situation 

depicts the overall safety evolution process of network system accurately and intuitively. 

 

Keywords: network security, situation assessment, vulnerability, network attack, threat 

 

1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of information technology and the Internet, network 

security events happen endlessly, and potential risk exists in network infrastructure. 

Traditional threats such as Trojan, Botnet and phishing sites are increasing; novel network 

attacks such as APT (advanced persistent threats) emerge, and the situation is 

intensifying. Global malicious code samples are growing at a rate of 3 million per day, 

with cloud malicious code samples having grown from 400 thousand in 2005 to the 

current 6 billion. Following the Stuxnet and the PRISM event, network infrastructure is 

faced with global high risk vulnerabilities. The bleeding heart vulnerability threatens 

about 33 thousand web servers in China, and Bash vulnerability affects about 500 million 

servers and other network equipments around the world. Basic communication network 

and other important information systems (e.g. financial, industrial control information 

systems) are facing serious challenges. 

Under this background, it is significant and urgent to ensure the security of the 

network. In the complex environment of sharp and dynamic changes, modern network 

management must be able to organize and analyze uncertain network management 

information effectively, improve administrator’s awareness and understanding of the 

operation state of the whole network, and further assist administrator to make security 

response. 
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2. Related Work 

Network security awareness needs detailed assessment methods. However, most 

studies for security assessment focus on specific sub-problems, e.g. vulnerability 

assessment, threat assessment and abnormal traffic assessment. For these methods, 

assessment object is single, there is a lack of heterogeneous multi-source data correlation, 

and the evaluation results are just part of the network security situation. They cannot 

reflect the network running status accurately and comprehensively. 

In [2-4], a hierarchical analysis method was adopted to describe the evolution of 

network security threat. The bottom-up assessment framework was divided into service 

layer, host layer and network layer. Based on the alarm information, considering the 

importance of service and host, the security situation index in different layers were 

calculated by weight summation. 

The causal relationship between attack steps was considered in [5-7]. Attack graph was 

built, and Markov chain model and Bayesian network were chosen to dealt with changes 

over time (e.g. whether attack code or patches available). A dynamic network security 

model was constructed. Further, in [8] and [9], CVSS (Common Vulnerability Scoring 

System) standard was adopted for quantitative risk assessment, and attack scenario were 

reconstructed for risk prediction. 

The statistical characteristic of network flow was discussed in [10-13], which was 

suitable for evaluating threat posed by DoS attacks, worms propagation and Botnet 

scanning. 

A multi-source, multi-level situation information fusion method based on Bayesian 

network was proposed in [14], which evaluated component and network security status 

from several aspects (e.g. basic operation, vulnerability and threat). The Bayesian network 

build process was described in detail. But the method was lack of specific quantitative 

evaluation index. 

 

3. Network Security Situation Assessment from Multiple Dimensions 
 

3.1. Definition of Situation Index 

 

3.1.1. Vulnerability Situation: 

This dimension reflects the severity of vulnerabilities in a system. 

1) Service-level vulnerability situation (SSV): This index reflects the severity of single 

vulnerability. 

2) Node-level vulnerability situation (NSV): This index reflects the severity of all 

vulnerabilities in a node. 

3) LAN-level vulnerability situation (LSV): This index reflects the severity of all 

vulnerabilities in a local area network. 

 

3.1.2. Threat Situation: 

This dimension reflects the severity of attacks happened in a system. 

1) Service-level threat situation (SST): This index reflects the severity of atomic attack, 

namely single attack step. 

2) Node-level threat situation (NST): This index reflects the severity of attacks 

happened in a node. 

3) LAN-level threat situation (LST): This index reflects the severity of attacks 

happened  in a local area network. 

3.1.3. Running Situation 

This dimension reflects the operation status of a system. 
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1) Node-level running situation (NSR): This index reflects the operation status, 

namely the host or network resources utilization, of a node. 

2) LAN-level running situation (LSR): This index reflects the operation status of a 

local area network. It is a comprehensive reflection of running status of the node layer. 

 

3.2. Situation Assessment Model 

The network system is divided into network layer, node layer and service layer. The 

node types include servers, clients and network devices. Hierarchical multi-dimension 

network security situation assessment model is shown in Figure 1. For the vulnerability 

situation: based on the vulnerability scanning result, CVSS is adopted to evaluate the 

severity of single vulnerability; considering the importance of service and node, 

vulnerability situation in node layer and network layer are calculated by weighted 

summation. For the threat situation: based on vulnerability scanning result, IDS alert 

and security response (e.g. antivirus software kills virus, firewall stops abnormal 

access), DREAD model [15] evaluates the severity of atomic attack from five 

aspects, namely damage potential, reproducibility, exploitability, affected users and 

discoverability; based on the network topology and causal relationship between 

attack steps, attack scenario is reconstructed, and Markov chain is adopted to assess 

the threat situation in node layer and network layer. For the running situation: the 

node performance (e.g. CPU and memory utilization) and network performance (e.g. 

bandwidth utilization) are integrated by D-S evidence theory to get the running 

situation in node layer; further, the running situation in network layer is calculated 

by weighted summation. 

 

Network Layer Situation

Node Layer Situation

Target

Index

Object

Running SituationThreat SituationVulnerability Situation

Node 

Performance

Network 

Performance
Vulnerability

Topological 

Structure

Security 

Response

Service Layer Situation

IDS Alert

 

Figure 1. Multi-Dimensional Network Security Situation Assessment 
Model 

 

3.3. Weighting Parameter Settings 

In the process of calculating situation index in each layer, service weight and node 

weight need determining. Parameter settings is related to service type, specific application 

and so on. There is no uniform standard. Generally speaking, appropriate evaluation 

criteria is made by the network security administrator according to specific environment. 
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3.3.1. Service Importance Weight 

Network security administrator determine the weight according to different audience. 

For public service, according to the number of users and access frequency, method in [2] 

can be used to set service weight. For private service, this parameter may be determined 

based on the confidentiality of service content. 

 

3.3.2. Node Importance Weight 

The importance of a node is determined by the importance of service that runs on it. 

The more the number of service with higher importance, the higher status the 

corresponding node in network, namely the node is more important. Suppose that k  

nodes are deployed in the network, service is divided into five grades according to 

its importance, j  denotes the weight of service in grade j , 
ijM  denotes the number 

of service in grade j  running on node i , then the weight of node i  denoted as 
i  is 

calculated as equation (1). 
5
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3.4. Situation Index Calculation 

 

3.4.1. Vulnerability Situation In Service Layer 

The latest version of CVSS (CVSS v3.0) [16] is used to evaluate the severity of single 

vulnerability, and then get the vulnerability situation in service layer by weighted 

summation. The CVSS is a free and open industry standard for assessing the severity of 

computer system security vulnerabilities. CVSS is composed of three standard groups: 

Base score, Temporal score and Environment score. Scores range from 0 to 10, with 10 

being the most severe. Many utilize only the CVSS Base score for determining severity. 

Figure 2 illustrates the Base metrics. 

 

BaseScore

Exploitability

AttackVector

AttackComplexity

PrivilegesRequired

[Network|Adjacent|Local|Physical]

[None|Low|High]

Impact
Confidentiality 

Availability

Integrity

[Low|High]

UserInteraction [None|Required]

Scope [Unchanged|Changed]

[None|Low|High]

[None|Low|High]

[None|Low|High]
 

Figure 2. CVSS v3.0 Base Score Group 

The CVSS base score is considered as the vulnerability situation in service layer, 

which is shown in equation (2). 

V CVSSSS BaseScore                                                                                                 (2) 
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3.4.2. Vulnerability Situation in Node Layer  

Taking node as a unit, this index reflects the severity of all vulnerabilities in a node. 

Suppose there are k  vulnerabilities denoted as 
ivul ( 1, ,i k ) in the node, 

i  denotes 

the weight of service corresponding to 
ivul , then the vulnerability situation in node 

layer is calculated as equation (3). 

V V

1

( )
k

i i

i

NS SS vul


                                                                                                 (3) 

 

3.4.3. Vulnerability Situation in Network Layer 

Suppose there are n  nodes denoted as 
inode  ( 1, ,i n ) in the node, 

i  denotes the 

weight of 
inode , then the vulnerability situation in network layer is calculated as 

equation (4). 

V V

1

( )
n

i i

i

LS NS node


                                                                                         (4) 

 

3.4.4. Threat Situation in Service Layer 

The DEARD model proposed by Microsoft is adopted to evaluate risk after damage 

potential, reproducibility, exploitability, affected users and discoverability. Specific 

categories and simplified method of taking value are listed in Table 1. Each category is 

scored according to IDS alert, vulnerability scanning results and security response. Then 

the risk caused by atomic attack is calculated by equation (5). Finally, the value of risk is 

mapped into [0.0, 1.0] as the threat situation in service layer. 

Table 1. Simplified DREAD Threat Assessment Model 

Symbol Implication 
Value 

High (3) Medium (2) Low (1) 

D 
Damage 

potential 

Disrupt system 

security; gain full trust;  

perform root privilege 

Leak sensitive 

information 

Leak information not 

important 

R Reproducibility 
Repeat easily without a 

time window 

Repeat only at a 

certain time 

window and under 

specific condition 

Difficult to repeat 

E Exploitability 
Novice can attack in a 

short time 

Experienced 

programmer can 

attack and repeat 

Programmer with 

very rich experience 

and understanding 

vulnerability can 

attack 

A Affected users 
All users, default 

configuration 

Some users, not 

default 

configuration 

Very few users, 

anonymous users 

D Discoverability 

Published information 

about vulnerability and 

attack; vulnerability 

exists in frequently 

used part and obvious 

Vulnerability in the 

little use part; only 

a few user may find 

and design a 

malicious use 

Vulnerability is 

undefined; user is 

unlikely to find 

potential threat 

 

( ) ( )Risk Probability  Impact = R E D A D                                                          (5) 
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3.4.5. Threat Situation in Node Layer  

Generally, attacker needs to take a series of attack behaviors (atomic attacks) to 

achieve a specific target. The information and access control privileges of some nodes in 

the network system are the premise of these attacks. And they happened in turn to alter 

the information and access control privileges of some nodes, including finding valuable 

information, enhancing user’s privilege, deleting filter rules, and adding trust relationship. 

All potential attack paths can be discovered by matching the consequence of former attack 

behavior with the prerequisite of later. 

Take node as a unit. Atomic attacks happened on a node are correlated by causal 

relationship. Markov chain model is adopted to accumulate the severity along attack path. 

In the reconstructed attack scene, graph node denotes the state of network node, including 

user’s privilege and vulnerability, and directed edge denotes atomic attack. Take the 

threat situation in service layer as the threat caused by atomic attack. Suppose the prior 

option of attackers is attack behavior with higher severity. From the initial normal state of 

target system to the end of attack along attack path, there are two kinds of circumstances 

to calculate the threat situation in node layer. 

Case 1: There is no attack path, but m  attack behaviors happened. 

T T
1

{ }
m

i
i

NS Max SS


                                                                                                     (6) 

Case 2: There is attack path. 
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where T jSNS  denotes the threat situation in node layer with node state 
jS ; ( )jInto S  

denotes the state set of previous moment when node state switches to jS ; | ( ) |jInto S  is the 

number of states in state set; 
i jS SP  is the probability of node state transition from iS  to jS ; 

T i jS SSS   is the threat situation in service layer when node state transforms from iS  to jS ; 

0T 0SNS    at the initial normal state. 

 

3.4.6. Threat Situation in Network Layer 

Causal correlate atomic attacks occurred at different nodes, then the cumulative threat 

along attack path is gained by using Markov chain. 

In the reconstructed attack scenario, graph node represents network node, which has 

the node layer threat dimension situation; directed edge represents atomic attack; and the 

threat caused by atomic attack is expressed by the threat situation in service layer. Similar 

to the node layer threat situation, the attacker is assumed to prefer choosing a more 

serious attack behavior. From the initial normal state of target system to the end of attack 

along attack path, there are two kinds of circumstances to calculate the threat situation in 

network layer. 

Case 1: There is no attack path. 

T T

1

m

i i

i

LS NS


                                                                                                       (8) 

where m  is the number of nodes in network. 

Case 2: There is attack path. The node layer threat dimension situation of each node 

needs updating, then weighted summation is used.  
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where TjNS  denotes the threat situation in node layer of node j ; ( )jInto N  denotes the 

node set to attack node j ; | ( ) |jInto N  is the number of nodes in node set; 
i jN NP  is the 

probability of node 
iN  to attack node jN ; T i jN NSS   is the threat situation in service layer 

when node 
iN  attacks node jN . 

 

3.4.7. Running Situation in Node Layer 

Based on the performance parameters, such as CPU utilization CPUC , memory 

utilization MEMC , and bandwidth utilization BWC , D-S evidence theory is adopted to 

comprehensively assess the destruction severity of resource availability. CPUC , MEMC  and 

BWC  measure the availability of request resources for legitimate users from different 

aspects, the greater the value of which, the worst the availability of resources. Taking 

CPUC , MEMC  and BWC  as three resources available evidence, the evaluation results 

through D-S evidence theory fusion is more accurate than depending on a single 

evidence. Define discrimination frame { , }Safe Unsafe  to denote the system’s state. 

The basic probability distribution function is shown as equation (10). 

1 CPU CPU

2 MEM MEM

3 BW BW

({ },{ }) (1 , )

({ },{ }) (1 , )

({ },{ }) (1 , )

m Safe Unsafe C C

m Safe Unsafe C C

m Safe Unsafe C C

 

 

 

                                                                      (10) 

After evidence combination, the function of the local evidence is obtained, such as 

equation (11). 

1 2 3

{ } CPU MEM BW
R

1 2 3 CPU MEM BW CPU MEM BW

( ) ( ) ( )

({ })
( ) ( ) ( ) (1 )(1 )(1 )

X Y Z Unsafe

X Y Z

m X m Y m Z
C C C

NS m Unsafe
m X m Y m Z C C C C C C

  

  

  
   




 

(11) 

 

3.4.8. Running Situation in Network Layer 

Based on the running situation in node layer, the running situation in network 

layer is calculated as equation (12). 

R R

1

m

i i

i

LS NS


                                                                                                     (12) 

where RiNS  denotes the running situation in node layer of node i . 

 

4. Experiments and Results 

Experiment scenario designed in [9] is reproduced here. The assumed network model is 

shown in Figure 3, including three servers and one inside host. The database server (DS), 

file server (FS) and inside host (H1) are deployed on the inside of the internal firewall. 

The server is marked by a service that external users can access. Other unauthorized 

access will be blocked by an external firewall. The attacker attempts to attack DS from 

the host H0. Table 2 lists the initial distribution of vulnerabilities. Figure 4 shows all 
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possible attack paths that are capable of achieving the attack target. Table 3 lists the 

evaluation results of atomic attack. 

 

Internet

File Server

Database Server

Web Server

Router

External Firewall

Internal Firewall

Host 0

Attacker

Host 1

Internal User

http

ssh

ssh

ftp

ssh

Figure 3. Network model 

Table 2. The Initial Distribution of Vulnerabilities 

Node Vulnerability 
CVSS severity 

AV/AC/PR/UI/S/C/I/A 
SSv NSv 

WS CVE-2011-2688 N/L/N/N/U/L/L/L 7.3 7.3 

DS 
CVE-2012-2122 

CVE-2010-2693 

N/H/N/N/U/L/L/L 

L/L/L/N/U/H/H/H 

5.6 
13.4 

7.8 

FS 
CVE-2012-6067 

CVE-2011-4130 

N/L/N/N/U/H/H/H 

N/L/N/N/U/H/H/H 

9.8 
19.6 

9.8 

H1 CVE-2008-3234 N/L/N/N/U/L/L/L 7.3 7.3 

 

Table 3. The Severity of Atomic Attack 

Attack D R E A D Risk SST 

Att1 2 2 2 2 3 28 0.458 

Att2 1 2 2 2 3 24 0.375 

Att3 3 3 3 3 3 54 1.000 

Att4 3 3 3 3 3 54 1.000 

Att5 2 2 2 2 3 28 0.458 

Att6 3 3 3 3 3 54 1.000 
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User(H0)

http(H0,WS)
ssh(H0,H1)

ftp(H0,FS)

Att1: Execute arbitrary 

command(WS,CVE-2011-

2688)

Att2: Obtain access 

role(H1,CVE-2008-

3234)

Att3: Bypass 

authentication(FS,CVE-

2012-6067)

User(WS) User(H1)

Root(FS)

Att4: Execute arbitrary 

code(FS,CVE-2011-4130)

trust(H1,FS)

Att5: Bypass 

authentication(DS,CVE-

2012-2122)

access(H1,DS)

connect(FS,DS)connect(WS,DS)

User(DS)

Root(DS)

Att6: Exploit(DS,CVE-

2010-2693)

 

Figure 4. Potential Attack Path 

 

Suppose the attacker prefers implementing attack behavior with higher severity, and 

the same atomic attack is not repeated after the achievement of specific target. The actual 

attack path is shown in bold part of Figure 4: Firstly, Att3 was executed from H0 to attack 

FS, and the FS’s super user privilege was obtained; then Att5 was executed to attack DS, 

and the general user privilege was obtained; further on, Att6 was implemented to promote 

the privilege to super user privilege. The simplified attack path is shown in Figure 5. 

 

H0 FS DS
Att3 Att5

Att6

 

Figure 5. The Real Attack Path 

The threat situation in node layer and network layer are shown in Figure 6. The mark 

1,4 and 7 on time axis corresponded to the moment when Att3, Att5 and Att6 were 

executed. Effective remedial measures were not carried out, so the threat situation of node 

FS remained unchanged. With the evolution of the attack process, the threat situation of 

node DS and the entire network presented an upward trend. Since the attack behavior does 

not constitute a significant impact on node resources and network resources, the running 

situation is not discussed here. 
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Figure 6. Threat Situation in Node Layer and Network Layer 

 

5. Conclusion 

Network security situation awareness needs integrating each specific network 

management technology (such as vulnerability scanning, intrusion detection, etc.) to carry 

on comprehensive and systematic research about the elements of network security 

situation, and finally achieve the comprehensive evaluation and display of the overall 

situation. In this paper, based on multi-source data, a series of hierarchical network 

security situation assessment indicators from the aspects of vulnerability, threat and basic 

operation are proposed, followed by quantitative calculation method, and the feasibility of 

this method is verified by simulation. To make an accurate, comprehensive and detailed 

description of the network is the premise of the network security situation awareness. In 

order to improve the practicability of the network security situation assessment 

technology, we will focus on the effective representation of the knowledge of network 

security situation. 
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